Abstract. Behavior preservation, namely the fact that the behavior of a model is not altered by the transformations, is a crucial property in refactoring. The most common approaches to behavior preservation rely basically on checking given models and their refactored versions. In this paper we introduce a more general technique for checking behavior preservation of refactorings defined by graph transformation rules. We use double pushout (DPO) rewriting with borrowed contexts, and, exploiting the fact that observational equivalence is a congruence, we show how to check refactoring rules for behavior preservation without the need of considering specific models. When rules are behavior-preserving, their application will never change behavior, i.e., every model and its refactored version will have the same behavior. However, often there are refactoring rules describing intermediate steps of the transformation, which are not behavior-preserving, although the full refactoring does preserve the behavior. For these cases we present a procedure to combine refactoring rules to behavior-preserving concurrent productions in order to ensure behavior preservation. An example of refactoring for finite automata is given to illustrate the theory.
Introduction
Model transformation [1] is concerned with the automatic generation of models from other models according to a transformation procedure which describes how a model in the source language can be "translated" into a model in the target language. Model refactoring is a special case of model transformation where the source and target are instances of the same metamodel. Software refactoring is a modern software development activity, aimed at improving system quality, with internal modifications of source code which do not change the observable behavior. In object-oriented programming usually the observable behavior of an object is given by a list of public (visible) properties and methods, while its internal behavior is given by its internal (non-visible) properties and methods.
Graph transformation systems (GTS) are well-suited to model refactoring and, more generally, model transformation (see [2] for the correspondence between refactoring and GTS). Model refactorings based on GTS can be found in [3] [4] [5] [6] . The left part of Fig. 1 describes schematically model refactoring via graph transformations. For a graph-based metamodel M , describing, e.g., deterministic finite automata or statecharts, the set Refactoring M of graph productions describes how to transform models which are instances of the metamodel M . A start graph G M , describing a model which is an instance of metamodel M , is transformed according to the productions in Refactoring M (using regular DPO transformations), thus producing a graph H M which is the refactored version of G M . A crucial question that must be asked always is whether a given refactoring is behavior-preserving, which means that source and target models have the same observable behavior. In practice, proving of behavior-preservation is not an easy task and therefore one normally relies on test suite executions and informal arguments in order to improve confidence that the behavior is preserved. On the other hand, formal approaches [7] [8] [9] [10] have been also employed. A common issue is that behavior preservation is checked only for a certain number of models and their refactored versions. It is difficult though to foresee which refactoring steps are behavior-preserving for all possible instances of the metamodel. Additionally, these approaches are usually tailored to specific metamodels and the transfer to other metamodels would require reconsidering several details. A more general technique is proposed in [11] for analyzing the behavior of a graph production in terms of CSP processes and trace semantics which guarantees that the traces of a model are a subset of the traces of its refactored version.
In [3] we employed the general framework of borrowed contexts [12] to show that models are bisimilar to their refactored counterparts, which implies behavior preservation. The general idea is illustrated by the right-hand side of Fig. 1 . We define a set OpSem M of graph productions describing the operational semantics of the metamodel M and use the borrowed context technique to check whether the models G M and H M have the same behavior w.r.t. OpSem M . In [3] we also tailored Hirschkoff's up-to bisimulation checking algorithm [13] to the borrowed context setting and thus equivalence checking can in principle be carried out automatically. The main advantage of this approach is that for every metamodel whose operational semantics can be specified in terms of finite graph transformation productions, the bisimulation checking algorithm can be used to show bisimilarity between models which are instances of this metamodel. However, this technique is also limited to showing behavior preservation only for chosen instances of a metamodel.
In this paper we go a step further and employ the borrowed context framework in order to check refactoring productions for behavior preservation according to the operational semantics of the metamodel. We call a rule behavior preserving when its left-and right-hand sides are bisimilar. Thanks to the fact that bisimilarity is a congruence, whenever all refactoring productions preserve behavior, so does every transformation via these rules. In this case, all model instances of the metamodel and their refactored versions exhibit the same behavior. However, refactorings very often involve non-behavior-preserving rules describing intermediate steps of the whole transformation. Given a transformation G p1 ⇒ H via a non-behavior-preserving rule p 1 , the basic idea is then to check for the existence of a larger transformation G ⇒ * H ′ via a sequence seq = p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p i of rule applications such that the concurrent production [14, 15] induced by seq is behavior-preserving. Since the concurrent production p c performs exactly the same transformation G pc ⇒ H ′ we can infer that G and H ′ have the same behavior. This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews how the DPO approach with borrowed contexts can be used to define the operational semantics of a metamodel. Section 3 defines the model refactorings we deal with. An example in the setting of finite automata is given in Section 4. In Section 5 we define a technique to check refactoring rules for behavior preservation and an extension to handle non-behavior-preserving rules in model refactoring. Finally, these techniques are applied to the automata example. The proofs of the results in this paper, which are omitted here because of space limitations, can be found in [18] .
Operational Semantics via Borrowed Contexts
In this section we recall the DPO approach with borrowed contexts [12, 16] and show how it can be used to define the operational semantics of a metamodel M . In this paper we consider the category of labeled graphs, but the results would also hold for the category of typed graphs. In standard DPO [17] , productions rewrite graphs with no interaction with any other entity than the graph itself. In the DPO approach with borrowed contexts [16] graphs have interfaces and may borrow missing parts of left-hand sides from the environment via the interface. This leads to open systems which take into account interaction with the outside world.
Definition 1 (Graphs with Interfaces and Graph Contexts). A graph G with interface J is a morphism J → G and a context consists of two morphisms J → E ← J. The embedding of a graph with interface J → G into a context J → E ← J is a graph with interface J → G which is obtained by constructing G as the pushout of J → G and J → E.
Observe that the embedding is defined up to isomorphism since the pushout object is unique up to isomorphism. For example, the metamodel DF A, introduced in Section 4, describes deterministic finite automata. A model is an automaton J → G, where G is the automaton and J specifies which parts of G may interact with the environment. Definition 4 (Rewriting with Borrowed Contexts). Let OpSem M be as in Definition 3. Given a model J → G and a production p : L ← I → R (p ∈ OpSem M ), we say that J → G reduces to K → H with transition label J → F ← K if there are graphs D, G + , C and additional morphisms such that the diagram below commutes and the squares are either pushouts (PO) or pullbacks (PB) with injective morphisms. In this case a rewriting step with borrowed context (BC step) is called feasible:
In the diagram above the upper left-hand square merges L and the graph G to be rewritten according to a partial match G ← D → L. The resulting graph G + contains a total match of L and can be rewritten as in the standard DPO approach, producing the two remaining squares in the upper row. The pushout in the lower row gives us the borrowed (or minimal) context F , along with a morphism J → F indicating how F should be pasted to G. Finally, we need an interface for the resulting graph H, which can be obtained by "intersecting" the borrowed context F and the graph C via a pullback. Note that the two pushout complements that are needed in Definition 4, namely C and F , may not exist. In this case, the rewriting step is not feasible. Furthermore, observe that for a given partial match G ← D → L the graphs G + and C are uniquely determined. A bisimulation is an equivalence relation between states of transition systems, associating states which can simulate each other.
Definition 5 (Bisimulation and Bisimilarity). Let OpSem
M be as in Definition 3 and let R be a symmetric relation containing pairs of models
if the operational semantics is obvious from the context) whenever there exists a bisimulation R that relates the two instances of the metamodel M . The relation ∼ OpSem M is called bisimilarity.
When defining the operational semantics using the borrowed context framework, it should be kept in mind that rewriting is based on interactions with the environment, i.e., the environment should provide some information via F to the graph G in order to trigger the rewriting step. For instance, in our finite automata example in Section 4 the environment provides a letter to trigger the corresponding transition of the automaton.
An advantage of the borrowed context technique is that the derived bisimilarity is automatically a congruence, which means that whenever a graph with interface is bisimilar to another, one can exchange them in a larger graph without effect on the observable behavior. This is very useful for model refactoring since we can replace one part of the model by another bisimilar one, without altering its observable behavior.
Theorem 1 (Bisimilarity is a Congruence [12] ). Bisimilarity ∼ is a congruence, i.e., it is preserved by embedding into contexts as given in Definition 1.
In [16] a technique is defined to speed up the bisimulation checking, which allows us to take into account only certain labels. A label is considered superfluous and called independent if we can add two morphisms D → J and
That is, intuitively, the graph G to be rewritten and the left-hand side L overlap only in their interfaces. Transitions with independent labels can be ignored in the bisimulation game, since a matching transition always exists.
Refactoring Transformations
Here we define refactoring transformations using DPO rules with negative application conditions (NAC).
Definition 6 (NAC, Rule with NAC and Transformation
with NACs is equipped with a finite set of negative application conditions Note that if NAC (n) is satisfiable then the identity match id : L → L satisfies NAC (n). We will assume that for any rule with NACs, the corresponding negative application conditions are all satisfiable, so that the rule is applicable to at least one match (the identity match on its left-hand side). Definition 6) such that p i ∈ Refactoring M and t preserves the interface J, i.e., for each i (0 ≤ i < n) there exists an injective morphism J → C i with J → G i = J → C i → G i . Moreover, in t each layer applies its rules as long as possible before the rules of the next layer come into play.
Note that refactoring transformations operate only on the internal structure of G i while keeping the original interface J.
Example: Deleting Unreachable States in DFA
In this section we present an example of refactoring in the setting of deterministic finite automata (DFA). The metamodel DF A describes finite automata represented as graphs with interface as J → DFA1 and J → DFA2 in Fig. 2 , where unlabeled nodes are states and directed labeled edges are transitions. An FS-loop marks a state as final. A W-node has an edge pointing to the current state and this edge points initially to the start state. The W-node is the only connection with the environment. . An acpt-edge between Wnodes marks the end of a string. When such an edge is consumed by a DFA, the string previously processed is accepted.
A layered refactoring system for the deletion of unreachable states of an automaton is given in Fig. 3 on the right. To the left of each rule we depict the NAC (if it exists). The rules are spread over three layers. Rule1 marks the initial state as reachable with an R-loop. Rule2(a) identifies all other states that can be reached from the start state via a-transitions. Layer1 deletes the loops and the edges of the unreachable states and finally the unreachable states. Layer2 removes the R-loops.
Applying the refactoring rules above to the automaton J → DFA1 we obtain J → DFA2, where the rightmost state was deleted. By using the bisimulation checking algorithm of [3] we conclude that J → DFA1 and J → DFA2 are bisimilar w.r.t. OpSem DFA . In our setting bisimilarity via the borrowed context technique corresponds to bisimilarity on automata seen as transition systems, which in turn implies language equivalence.
Behavior Preservation in Model Refactoring
Here we introduce a notion of behavior preservation for refactoring rules and, building on this, we provide some techniques for ensuring behavior preservation in model refactoring. 
Refactoring via Behavior-Preserving Rules
For a metamodel M as in Definition 2 we define behavior preservation as follows. In order to check t for behavior preservation we can use Definition 4 to derive transition labels from J → G and J → H w.r.t. the rules in OpSem M . Observe that behavior preservation in the sense of Definition 9 is limited to checking models. This process is fairly inefficient as behavior-preservation must be checked on each specific transformation. A more efficient strategy consists in focussing on the behavior-preservation property at the level of refactoring rules. The general idea is to check for every p ∈ Refactoring M whether its left and right sides, seen as graphs with interfaces, are bisimilar, i.e., (I → L) ∼ (I → R) w.r.t. OpSem M . Whenever this happens, since bisimilarity is a congruence, any transformation (J → G) p ⇒ (J → H) via p will preserve the behavior, i.e., J → G and J → H have the same behavior.
Definition 10 (Behavior-Preserving Refactoring Rule). Let OpSem
M be as in Definition 3. A refactoring production p :
Now we can show a simple but important result that says that a rule is behavior-preserving if and only if every refactoring transformation generated by this rule is behavior-preserving. Remark 1. The fact that the previous proposition also holds for rules with NACs does of course not imply that negative application conditions for refactoring rules are unnecessary in general. They are needed in order to constrain the applicability of rules, especially of those rules that are not behavior-preserving, or rather, are only behavior-preserving when applied in certain contexts. As a direction of future work, we plan to study congruence results for restricted classes of contexts. This will help to better handle refactoring rules with NACs. (i = 0, 1, 2) from Section 4 for behavior preservation. We begin with Refactoring DFA 0 (layer0). For rule1 : NAC ← L ← I → R we derive the transition labels from I → L and I → R w.r.t. OpSem DFA . On the left side of Fig. 4 we schematically depict the first steps in their respective labeled transition systems (LTS), where each partner has three choices. Independent labels exist in both LTSs but are not illustrated below.
Theorem 2 (Refactoring via Behavior-Preserving Rules
The derivation of label L 1 for I → R is shown on the right. Since I → L and I → R (and their successors) can properly mimic each other via a bisimulation we can conclude that (I → L) ∼ OpSem DFA (I → R). The intuitive reason for this is that the R-loop, which is added by this rule, does not have any meaning in the operational semantics and is hence "ignored" by OpSem DFA . Analogously, rule2(a) and the rule in layer2 are behavior-preserving as well. Hence, we can infer that every transformation via the rules of layer0 and layer2 preserves the behavior. On the other hand, all rules in layer1, except for rule6, are not behavior-preserving. Note that rule6 is only behavior-preserving because of the dangling condition. Thus, when a transformation is carried out via nonbehavior-preserving rules of layer1 we cannot be sure whether the behavior has been preserved.
Handling Non-Behavior-Preserving Rules
For refactoring transformations based on non-behavior-preserving rules the technique of Section 5.1 does not allow to establish if the behavior is preserved.
Very often there are refactoring rules representing intermediate transformations that indeed are not behavior-preserving. Still, when considered together with neighboring rules, they could induce a concurrent production [14, 15] 
. . , p i of rules such that the concurrent production induced by t is behavior preserving. Then we can infer that J → G and J → H ′ have the same behavior. This is made formal by the notion of safe transformation and the theorem below.
Definition 11 (Safe Transformation). Let OpSem
M be as in Definition 3. A refactoring transformation t : (J → G) ⇒ * (J → H) (as in Definition 8) is called safe if it induces a behavior-preserving concurrent production w.r.t. OpSem M .
Theorem 3 (Safe Transformations preserve Behavior). Let OpSem

M
and Refactoring M be as in Definitions 3 and 7, and let t : (J → G) ⇒ * (J → H) be a refactoring transformation. If t is safe, then t is behavior-preserving, i.e.,
In order to prove that a refactoring transformation t : (J → G) ⇒ * (J → H) is safe (and thus behavior-preserving), we can look for a split t sp : G ⇒ * H 1 ⇒ * · · · ⇒ * H n ⇒ * H (interfaces are omitted) of t where each step (⇒ * ) induces a behavior-preserving concurrent production (see Definition 13) . In fact, as shown below, if and only if such split exists we can guarantee that t preserves behavior (Theorem 4).
Definition 12 (Safe Transformation Split -OLD). Let OpSem
M be as in Definition 3 and let t : (J → G) ⇒ * (J → H) be a refactoring transformation (as in Definition 8) . A split of t is a transformation
, where each step (⇒ * ) is a sub-transformation in t. A transformation split t sp is safe if each step (⇒ * ) is safe.
Definition 13 (Safe Transformation Split). Let OpSem M be as in Definition 3 and let t : (J → G) ⇒ * (J → H) be a refactoring transformation (as in Definition 8). A split of t is obtained by cutting t into a sequence of non-empty subtransformations
In Section 5.3 we present a simple search strategy for safe splits. More elaborate ones are part of future work.
be a refactoring transformation. Then t is safe if and only if it admits a safe split.
Observe that, instead, the following does not hold in general:
Consider the following counterexample, where for the sake of simplicity t is a direct transformation via a rule L ← I → R. In this case J → G and J → H are I → L and I → R respectively inserted into the same context.
but the other way around does not hold in general, i.e., t is not always safe.
Ensuring Behavior Preservation
In this section we describe how the theory presented in this paper can be applied. Note that our results would allow us to automatically prove behavior preservation only in special cases, while, in general, such mechanized proofs will be very difficult. Hence here we will suggest a "mixed strategy", which combines elements of automatic verification and the search for behavior-preserving rules, in order to properly guide refactorings.
More specifically, a given model J → G can be refactored by applying the rules in Refactoring M in an automatic way, where the machine chooses nondeterministically the rules to be applied, or in a user-driven way, where for each transformation the machine provides the user with a list of all applicable rules together with their respective matches and ultimately the user picks one of them. The main goal is then to tell the user whether the refactoring is behaviorpreserving.
The straightforward strategy to accomplish the goal above is to transform J → G applying only behavior-preserving rules. This obviously guarantees that the refactoring preserves behavior. However if a non-behavior-preserving rule p is applied we can no longer guarantee behavior preservation. Still, by proceeding with the refactoring, namely by performing further transformations, we can do the following: for each new transformation added to the refactoring we compute the induced concurrent production for the transformation which involves the first non-behavior-preserving rule p and the subsequent ones. If this concurrent production is behavior-preserving we can again guarantee behavior preservation for the refactoring since the refactoring admits a safe split (see Theorem 4).
The strategy above is not complete since behaviour preservation could be ensured by the existence of complex safe splits which the illustrated procedure is not able to find. We already have preliminary ideas for more sophisticated search strategies, but they are part of future work. Note however, that this strategy can reduce the proof obligations, since we do not have to show behavior preservation between the start and end graph of the refactoring sequence (which may be huge), but we only have to investigate local updates of the model. =⇒ (J → DFA 1 1 ) we can no longer guarantee behavior-preservation since rule4(0) has been applied. From now on we follow the strategy previously described to look for a behavior-preserving concurrent production. We perform the step (J → DFA ) and, by checking p c for behavior-preservation, we find out that it is not behaviorpreserving. We then continue with (J → DFA (Fig. 6) , induced by the transformation beginning at J → DFA 0 1 and check it for behaviorpreservation. Now p ′ c is behavior-preserving and so we can once again guarantee behavior preservation (Theorem 3). =⇒ 2 (J → DFA2), where the final automaton is depicted in Section 4 (DFA2). Concluding, since we have found a safe split for the transformation via non-behavior-preserving rules we can infer that J → DFA1 and J → DFA2 have the same behavior. Intuitively, the concurrent production is behavior-preserving, since it deletes an entire connected component that is not linked to the rest of the automaton. Note that due to the size of the components involved it can be much simpler to check such transformation units rather than the entire refactoring sequence.
In addition, it would be useful if the procedure above could store the induced concurrent productions which are behavior-preserving into Refactoring M for later use. By doing so the user knows which combination of rules leads to behavior-preserving concurrent productions. Similarly, the user could also want to know which combination of rules leads to non-behavior-preserving concurrent productions. Of course, in the latter case the concurrent productions are just stored but do not engage in any refactoring transformation. It is important to observe that we store into Refactoring M only concurrent productions which are built with rules within the same layer (as in Example 2). For more complex refactorings, such as the flattening of hierarchical statecharts (see [19] ), a behavior-preserving concurrent production p c exists only when it is built from a transformation involving several layers. In this latter case, p c is built and checked for behavior preservation but not stored for later use.
For the cases where a layer Refactoring M i ∈ Refactoring M is terminating and confluent it is then important to guarantee that adding concurrent productions to the refactoring layer does not affect these properties. For the case where layer Refactoring M i is terminating and confluent another interesting and useful fact holds: assume that we fix a start graph G 0 and we can show that some (terminating) transformation, beginning with G 0 allows a behavior-preserving split. Then clearly all transformations starting from G 0 are behavior-preserving since they result in the same final graph H.
Conclusions and Future Work
We have shown how the borrowed context technique can be used to reason about behavior-preservation of refactoring rules and refactoring transformations.
In this way we shift the perspective from considering specific models to the investigation of the properties of the refactoring rules.
The formal techniques in related work [7] [8] [9] [10] address behavior preservation in model refactoring, but are in general tailored to a specific metamodel and limited to checking the behavior of certain models. Therefore, the transfer to different metamodels is, in general, quite difficult.
Hence, with this paper we propose to use the borrowed context technique in order to consider any metamodel whose operational semantics can be given by graph productions. Furthermore, the bisimulation checking algorithm [3] for borrowed contexts provides the means for automatically checking models for behavior preservation. This can be done not only for a specific model and its refactored version, but also for the left-hand and right-hand sides of refactoring rules. Once we have shown that a given rule is behavior-preserving, i.e., its left-and right-hand sides are equivalent, we know that its application will always preserve the behavior, due to the congruence result. When rules are not behavior-preserving, they still can be combined into behavior-preserving concurrent productions. We believe that such a method will help the user to gain a better understanding of the refactoring rules since he or she can be told exactly which rules may modify the behavior during a transformation. An advantage of our technique over the one in [11] is that we work directly with graph transformations and do not need any auxiliary encoding. Furthermore, with our technique we can guarantee that a model and its refactored version have exactly the same observable behavior, while in [11] the refactored model "contains" the original model but may add extra behavior. This work opens up several possible directions for future investigations. First, in some refactorings when non-behavior-preserving rules are applied, the search strategies for safe splits can become very complex. Here we defined only a simple search strategy, but it should be possible to come up with more elaborate ones.
Second, although we are working with refactoring rules with negative application conditions, these NACs do not play a prominent role in our automatic verification techniques, but of course they are a key to limiting the number of concurrent productions which can be built. In [20] the borrowed context framework and the congruence result has been extended to handle rules with NACs. However, this applies only to negative application conditions in the operational semantics. It is, nevertheless, also important to have similar results for refactoring rules with NACs, which would lead to a "restricted" congruence result, where bisimilarity would only be preserved by certain contexts (see also the discussion in Remark 1). Since model refactorings often use graphs with attributes it is useful to check whether the congruence results in [12, 20] also hold for adhesive HLR categories (the category of attributed graphs is an instance thereof).
